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Acts 20:24: However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if only I may
finish the race and complete the task the Lord Jesus has given me-the task of
testifying to the gospel of God's grace.(from NIV)

Here are a couple of the reasons we do this
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I’m glad to report all drivers were okay. It is a dangerous sport. As one drive
put it, “Pre-Dale crash this would have been much worse”. Part of the
ministry is to comfort the drivers, teams and families involved in wrecks
including follow-up phone calls and, or, visits. We always try to point them

to God’s protection and the need we have of salvation and surrender to the
LORD Jesus using the Scripture, prayer and sharing.
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Serving together

Celebrating Victory
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We also get to celebrate in Victory. We try to encourage the driver, teams
and families to give thanks to God for their success. We remind them often
when speaking and praying with them, that it is the LORD that gives them
the talent to drive and He gives us the finishing position in each race.
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Praises and Prayer

At OktoberFest at LaCrosse Fariground Speedway
with Pastor Andy and Pastor Scott from Your Choice Ministry.
It is great to serve along side others these are two of the best.

Thank you for praying during the season this year. God provide much
protection for the drivers.
Thank you for praying for the chapels. We surveyed the book of John.
Several of the messages are on our blog and we have a recap to do either. If
you have questions please ask. I would be glad to talk to you about them
and discover together what God’s Word has to say.

With Jim Z from Slinger Speedway at the Mile!

We are thanking the LORD for providing the RV. The family was able to help
in many more events this year the ever before.
Pray for the decisions to be made in the off-season. Tracks and series have a
lot of things to think about and make decisions on. Several could affect the
direction that Team Jesus Racing Ministry takes in the future.
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Manny and I at Rockford.

Smiles at MIS with Doug Straburg
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Upcoming Events

November 3, 2012 – MIS Banquet
January 10-12, 2013 – National Fellowship of Raceway Ministries annual
meeting and training in North Myrtle Beach, SC (tentative upon
arrangements)
January 19, 2013 – Mid Am Banquet, celebrating the 20th year of racing
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Thanks Doug! Great picture and memory. I enjoy serving at MIS, the Dells,
and other tracks and with the Big 8 and ASA Midwest Tour but one of my
more enjoyable places to serve is with Doug and Julie of the Mid American
Stock Car Series. Doug and Julie run a great race series with tremendous
drivers/teams and an outstanding staff. They work together to provide good
racing and even more so teaching and learning lessons for life. Character is a
big deal to Doug and Julie and is reflected by the drivers and teams. Thank
you, Doug and Julie and drivers for the time your allow me to be around you
and the series. Know that I am praying for you and the others in the racing
community.

Thanks for praying.
Don’t forget to check out other devotionals at www.teamjrm.com

Have a great day racin’ in the
SONshine!
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